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Q-l 		 Answer in brief (any four):
a.

[08]

Explain 10 Base FL:Fibre Link Ethernet in brief.

b. What is an uplink port?
c.

Differentiate between static routing and dynamic routing.

d. Differentiate between connection oriented and connection
less connection services.
e.

What is ‘Token passing’ media access methodology?

Q-2		 Answer in detail (any Two)
a.

[14]

Arrange various transmission media in descending order(higher to
lower) of their speed. Also arrange them in ascending order of their
signal strength/distance coverage.

b. You must install a network in a office building. The network must
be reliable and easy to expand. Faults must be quickly diagnosed and
solved. A single computer or a network card failure must not bring
down the whole network. Which network topology is appropriate for
this situation?
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c.

An organization is having separate disconnected networks for its
various departments. Now, the organization has decided to join some
department networks. Explain how can it be done.

Q-3		 Answer in detail ( any Two)
a.

[14]

Give function of each of the following layers of OSI model:
i) Session layer
ii) Application layer
iii) Presentation layer

iv)

Physical layer

b. Write a detailed note on Data link layer.
c.

Compare Repeaters and Hubs as network devices.

Q-4		 Answer in detail (any Two)

[14]

a) Define various types of security.
b) Compare ‘Peer NOS’ and ‘Client/Server NOS’.
c) What is ‘Router’? When is it used? How it works?
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